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AUTOMATIC 
MARKETING?

WHAT IS 



Automate your marketing 

as much as possible by 

setting up birthday messages, 

referral programs, or follow-

up templates. Not only will 

this save you time, it will also 

nurture your client relations 

whilst delivering a strong return 

on investment.

Automatic marketing is a powerful tool and is all about using 

smart software to send automatic messages to your clients on  

a regular basis to keep in touch. It can help you engage with 

your clients, improve your client retention rate, reduce no-shows, 

encourage repeat purchases and even attract new clients, 

ultimately growing your business. Plus, it can do all of this while 

you get on with the other parts of your business. All you need to 

do is get it set up!

This guide covers everything you need to know about getting 

automatic marketing set up in your hair and beauty business: 

creating your contact list, choosing your messages, selecting 

your channels and measuring your campaign success. 

W H A T  I S  A U T O M A T I C  

M A R K E T I N G ?

Laura Smyth, Salon Coach, Kitomba Trainer  
and Director of Lush Skin & Body
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CONTACT LIST
YOUR CLIENT 



The first step to automated marketing is having access to  

your client contact information in the software you’re using for 

your marketing. 

Y O U R  C L I E N T  C O N T A C T  L I S T

New clients 

For new clients, a simple way to do this is to make it part of a 

new client consultation. Have a form ready or use your software’s 

functionality so that your client can provide their contact 

information, as well as their preferences, allergies, favourite drink 

or anything else you and your team need to know. If you use 

digital forms, send a link to the form by email or SMS before the 

client’s first visit and gather their information in advance. 

Existing clients 

To keep your database up-to-date, ask clients to confirm their 

contact information when they visit. Make it a part of every 

consultation to check their client card and see if any contact 

information is missing. Alternatively, adding a custom field to 

your client cards of “contact information last updated” will help 

you keep track of how up-to-date your list is and could act as a 

prompt to ask clients to check that their contact information is 

correct once a year. 

If you’re struggling to convince clients to update their 

information, run a giveaway asking clients to complete an entry 

card with their details and use this to update their client card. 

You can then pop the entry card into a bowl and draw your prize 

at the end of each month. Make sure you indicate that you’ll use 

their contact information to send them marketing messages. 

Enter contact information as you receive it as it is also a less 

onerous job rather than trying to do a month’s worth of cards  

at once! 

B U I L D I N G  Y O U R  C O N T A C T  L I S T
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Over time, your client database can get messy, full of lapsed 

clients and out-of-date information. While this can be scary, 

when you’re sending automatic campaigns it’s not something 

you need to worry about so much. Automatic marketing 

messages will be only sent to someone when they take an 

action that meets the criteria for triggering the message.  

This could be booking an appointment or purchasing a retail 

product. So you’re not going to be wasting your message on  

out-of-date contacts.

However, a list of lapsed clients can be a useful resource in itself. 

Use it to send a one-off campaign inviting them back. It’s best if 

you have something new to say, for example, if you’ve changed 

product suppliers, explain why and what the benefit to the client 

is, and ask them to come in and see for themselves. If you get a 

new staff member, send an email introducing them and inviting 

clients to book with them.

To help prevent having lapsed clients in the first place, set up an 

ongoing automated message that is triggered whenever a client 

hasn’t booked a future appointment 6-8 weeks after their last 

visit for hair services (10-12 weeks for services such as balayage) 

or 4-6 weeks for beauty appointments. Automated messages 

can be an effective re-engagement tool, as well as they can  

help you reduce your revisit period and increase your revenue.

M A N A G I N G  Y O U R  C O N T A C T  L I S T
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YOUR MESSAGES
CHOOSING 



When deciding what automatic marketing messages to send, 

there are a few things to consider. 

First, consider your goals and areas in your business you are 

aiming to improve: 

• Reduce no-shows

• Improve clients’ aftercare experience 

• Increase retail sales

• Get reviews and spread word-of-mouth

Next, take a look at your software to check what triggers are 

available to you. A trigger is a setting within your software that 

kicks off the automatic sending of an email or SMS to your 

clients, for instance, when they sign up for their first appointment. 

There may be a few default types already set up and you may 

also be able to create your own. 

These are some common automatic marketing messages sent 

by salons, spas and clinics.

C H O O S I N G  Y O U R  M E S S A G E S

Appointment reminders

If you only send one type of automatic message, it should  

be appointment reminders. They are a proven way to reduce  

no-shows and cancellations. Set them up to be sent a day  

or two before an appointment and include the important  

details such as appointment time and your address. You can  

also ask clients to confirm their appointment or contact you  

if they need to reschedule.

Welcome new clients

Make new clients feel cared about with a welcome message.  

Set up an automatic email or SMS to be automatically sent  

before their first appointment to let them know you’re  

looking forward to seeing them. Email is great for more  

detailed content and instructions. Texts are instant, short  

and easy to consume. Provide any relevant instructions such  

as where to park, ask clients to arrive 5 minutes before their  

appointment and explain what to expect. Alternatively, you  

could thank them for choosing your salon with a message  

sent after their appointment.
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Invite clients to review your salon

Building your reviews on Facebook and Google My Business  

can help you attract new clients. Increase the number of  

reviews by setting up an email or SMS to send after each  

client’s first appointment. Your message should thank them  

for visiting, ask them to write a review and include a link  

to your review page. Reviews play a big role in how high your  

business ranks in search results. The more five-star  

reviews you have, the higher your chances of outranking  

your competitors and getting more clients for your business! 

Request feedback

Asking for feedback from your clients allows you to make 

their experience even better. While some clients are going  

to be happy to give you feedback face-to-face, others  

may prefer for their feedback to be anonymous. Create  

a questionnaire in a survey platform such as Survey Monkey,  

Typeform or Google Forms. Then, set up an email or SMS to  

be sent after every client appointment with a link to your  

survey asking them for feedback. 

You can set your survey to ask clients who give you positive  

feedback to leave you a review. Use question logic to  

display the review request when the score from an earlier  

question such as “How likely are you to recommend (salon  

name) to a friend?” is high. 

Thank clients for referrals

Word-of-mouth is a powerful marketing tool, so thank  

clients who support you by recommending your salon,  

spa or clinic to new clients. When a new client comes to your  

salon, ask them if they were referred by anyone and add this  

information to their client card. Having this information  

allows you to automatically send a message to the referrer  

after your new client’s appointment. The message should  

thank them for referring their friend and let them know that  

they came in. If you offer referral rewards, you could include  

this in your message too.
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Share after-service care instructions

For services that have specific maintenance and care  

instructions, it’s important to provide this information to your  

clients. Doing so during their visit is great, but supporting this  

with a follow-up message is even better and more  

convenient for a client.

Set up an email to automatically be sent a few days  

after your client’s appointment to remind them of home  

care instructions, or check in on how they’re going. For  

example, remind clients who have had laser treatments that  

they should avoid shaving, exfoliation, or excessive sweating  

for 24 hours post treatment. If a service has a specific  

care plan that changes over time you could set up a series  

of messages to be sent at the appropriate time reminding  

them to change their care.

Follow up on product purchases

Add value to product purchases with a follow-up email  

containing information on how a client can get the most  

out of the product. Video content is an engaging tool, so if  

your product supplier has produced an instructional video,  

or you have made one yourself, share the video with your  

client. Set up another follow-up message to be sent three  

months later reminding your client that they’re due to re- 

purchase. If you have an online store, include a link so that  

they can buy the product online or ask them to come into  

the salon to purchase it.

Remind clients to book their next appointment

Some clients are less inclined to rebook than others.  

Encourage these clients to return by reminding them when  

it’s time to book their next appointment. Set up a message  

to be sent automatically five weeks after a non-rebooked  

appointment for example. Make it easy for them to book  

their appointment by including a link to your online  

booking page.
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Contact clients who haven’t visited for a while

Re-engage lost clients with a friendly message a few 

months after their last non-rebooked appointment to let  

them know that you’ve missed them. Ask them if they would  

like to book an appointment and as always, include a link to  

your online booking page. You could also include an  

incentive to book such as a free treatment that they must  

use within a limited time. A deadline creates urgency and  

encourages clients to act quickly. It also allows cross- 

promotion and the opportunity to upgrade or add-on a  

service that the client hasn’t purchased before. For example,  

encourage to book a facial during next month and receive  

free brow tint/wax shape.

Celebrate clients’ birthdays

Never forget to wish a client a happy birthday. Collect  

birthday information from your clients and add their birthday  

to their client cards. Create a fun email that incorporates a  

relevant image, a birthday greeting and your logo. If you  

offer a birthday gift such as a free treatment during their  

birthday month, add these details to your email too! For  

instance, you can suggest booking a blow wave for their  

birthday and receive a free treatment, making them want  

to repurchase a treatment during their next regular visit.  

Then set up an automatic campaign that sends this  

message to each client on or around their birthday.

Delight clients following special occasions

Services that are specific to special occasions such as bridal  

services or ball hair-ups offer an additional opportunity for  

you to use automatic messages to show clients you care.  

For these types of services, consider setting up an automatic  

email to be sent to them the following day. Thank them for  

choosing you for their special day, congratulate them on  

their wedding day, or let them know you hope their  

event was fun.
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D E L I V E R I N G  T H E  R I G H T  M E S S A G E S

You can use automatic messages to ensure that your client experience is the best at every 

stage of the journey. You can set up and use automatic messages before, after and in-between 

their visits. This is a great way to build a relationship and loyalty with your clients. 

Start with setting up appointment reminders and then customise your messages going forward 

based on what you think your clients need. We’ve developed an example below to show all the 

different types of interactions they could have with your business at different stages. Use this as 

a starting point to build a client experience that works for you. 

ARRIVAL

SERVICE

DEPARTURE

Welcome for 
new clients

What to  
expect

Appointment 
reminder

Aftercare 
instructions

Feedback

Retail 
reminder

Re-book 
prompt

1 day after  
booking

1 week prior

1 day prior 1 day

3 days

1 month

6 weeks



YOUR CHANNEL
CHOOSING 



Email and SMS marketing are essential tools for salons to connect with clients, encourage 

bookings, and promote products and services. However, they have their benefits and limitations 

so choose the channel that will best help you meet your goals. 

C H O O S I N G  Y O U R  C H A N N E L

S M S

SMS messages are a great way to grab your clients’ attention. They work well for short 

messages and messages that require a reply, for example, appointment reminders. 55% of 

people prefer to receive appointment reminders by SMS over email, and 90% of text messages 

are read within 3 minutes¹. The open rate for SMS is incredibly high at 98%².

However, the main limitation of SMS is the 160 character limit. You’re also unable to add 

branding and there could be a cost involved. Finally, text messages from companies can feel 

intrusive so be thoughtful before sending a campaign.

Research shows that SMS 
open rates are as high as 98%, 

compared to just 20%  
of all emails�

91% of people who receive 
texts from a brand see those 

messages as somewhat  
or very useful�

82% of people say they  
open every text message  

they receive�



60% of clients enjoy  
receiving emails from  
businesses they love.�

Marketers who used  
segmented campaigns  
noted as much as a 76%  

increase in revenue.�� 

Over 20% of marketers  
surveyed say that better  

email design is improving  
their email engagement.�� 

¹ Mobile Monkey, 2021
² SMS Global, 2021 
� Sleeknote, 2019
� MailChimp, 2017
� Litmus, 2019
� Campaign Monitor, 2019
� Spark Conejo, 2021
� Spark Conejo, 2021
� Laura Kate Shokuhi, Salon Business Specialist, Frog Coaching
�� Campaign Monitor, 2019
�� Hubspot, 2020

E M A I L

Emails can be used where you want to add branding, images or a longer message. It’s less 

intrusive than SMS and 91% of consumers want to hear from companies they do business with 

via email�. While open rates are lower on email than for SMS, you can improve the likelihood 

of your clients engaging with your emails by ensuring the content is relevant and targeted. 

In fact recipients are 75% more likely to click on emails from segmented campaigns than 

non-segmented campaigns�. Segmentation means dividing your clients into groups and 

determining who you’re going to send your communication to. The most important thing you 

need to ask yourself when doing this is who would be interested in receiving this information. 

For example, one of your segments can be clients that had a colour service in the last six 

months but haven’t come back yet. 

In addition, almost every report on email open rates concludes that mobile is responsible for 

almost 42%� of all opens so make sure that your emails look good on mobile too. If you use an 

email marketing service such as Mailchimp, it allows you to choose from various customisable 

templates and review how your message looks on desktop and mobile screens. 
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Branding is extremely important. Make  

sure you keep all your design work and 

branding colours consistent. This builds 

brand awareness, trust, and loyalty with 

your clients.

Laura Smyth, Salon Coach, Kitomba Trainer  
and Director of Lush Skin & Body 17



TEMPLATES
MESSAGING 



Appointment reminders

Channel: SMS

Trigger: One day before an appointment

Message:

See you tomorrow at <business name>, <business address> for your <time> 

appointment! Reply “yes” to confirm or call <phone number> if you can’t make it. 

Thanks!

Welcome new clients

Channel: Email

Trigger: One day before their first appointment

Subject line: Welcome to <business name>

Message:

Hi <client’s name>,

We’re looking forward to seeing you for your appointment with <staff member’s 

name> tomorrow. 

Please arrive 5 minutes before your appointment so you can fill in a new client form.

Our address is <business address>. Because we’re a sustainable salon, we encourage 

you to walk, bike or take public transport to your appointments. There is a bus stop 

across the street and we have a bike rack right outside. If you do need to drive, there’s 

plenty of parking around the corner.

See you tomorrow!

From,

<business name>

Automatic email and SMS marketing campaigns are a powerful way to send the right message 

to the right people at the right time. It’s also a good opportunity to showcase your brand 

personality and make your clients feel special too.

To help you get started, here are a few message template examples you could adapt for  

your own business.

M E S S A G I N G  T E M P L A T E S
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Invite clients to review your salon

Channel: SMS

Trigger: One day after an appointment

Message:

Thanks for coming into <business name> yesterday! We’d love if you could share your 

experience by reviewing us on Facebook: <short link to Facebook reviews>

Channel: Email

Trigger: One day after their appointment

Message:

Hi <client name>,

Thanks for coming in yesterday, it was lovely to see you! We’d love it if you could 

please share your experience to help others find us by reviewing us on Facebook.

Plus, every three months we do a prize draw for everyone who’s left us a new review 

in that time.

Review us on Facebook <short link to Facebook reviews>

See you again soon,

<salon name>

Request feedback

Channel: SMS

Trigger: One day after an appointment

Message:

Thanks for coming into <business name> yesterday! Please reply to rate your 

experience between 1 (terrible) to 10 (amazing).

Channel: Email

Trigger: Day after their appointment

Message:

Hi <client name>,

Thanks for coming in yesterday, it was lovely to see you! We’d love to know how we 

did. Complete this short survey about your experience at <salon name> and go in the 

draw to win 50% off your next treatment!

Complete our survey <link to survey>

See you again soon,

<salon name>
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Thank clients for referrals

Channel: SMS

Trigger: One day after an appointment from a referral

Message:

Hi <client name>, thanks for referring <referred client> to us! Here’s a thank you gift for 

you next time you come in. From <business name>

Channel: Email

Trigger: One day after an appointment from a referral

Subject: Thanks for referring us!

Message:

Hi <client name>,

Thank you for referring <referred client> to us! They came in and saw us yesterday, 

and we enjoyed meeting them. To say thank you we have a wee gift for you next time 

you come in.

See you again soon!

<Business name>

Share after-service care instructions

Channel: SMS

Trigger: Two weeks after a product purchase

Message:

Hi <client name>, you can now start applying the product to the treated area for the 

next 3-5 days. Call us if you have any questions! From <business name>

Follow up on product purchases

Channel: SMS

Trigger: Three months after a product purchase

Message:

Hi <client name>, are you running low on <product purchase name>? Check out our 

online store <link> to restock! See you soon!
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Remind clients to book their next appointment

Channel: SMS

Trigger: Four weeks after an appointment to clients who don’t have a future booking

Message:

Hi <client name>, we noticed you haven’t booked your next appointment. We’d love to 

see you again. Book online <online booking link> or call us <business number>.

Channel: Email

Trigger: Four weeks after an appointment to clients who don’t have a future booking

Subject: Remember to book your next appointment

Message:

Hi <client name>,

We noticed you haven’t booked your next appointment with us. We’d love to see you 

again and ensure your hair keeps looking its best. Book online <online booking link> to 

find a time that suits you best or give us a call on <business phone number>.

We hope to see you again soon!

<business name>

Contact clients who haven’t visited for a while

Channel: SMS

Trigger: Six months after an appointment to clients who don’t have a future booking.

Message:

We miss you! Book an appointment at <business name> this month and we’ll welcome 

you back with a free treatment: <online booking link>

Channel: Email

Trigger: Six months after an appointment to clients who don’t have a future booking.

Subject: We miss you!

Message:

Hi <client name>,

It’s been a while since we’ve seen you and we miss you! We’d love to welcome you 

back with a free nourishing treatment - just book an appointment with us this month 

and be even more pampered.

Book online <online booking link>

Love from,

<business name>

<business phone number>
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Celebrate clients’ birthdays

Channel: SMS

Trigger: On a client’s birthday

Message:

Happy Birthday <client name>! Treat yourself at <business name> during your birthday 

month and get 15% off any service. 

Channel: Email

Trigger: On a client’s birthday

Subject: Happy Birthday!

Message:

Hi <client name>,

Happy Birthday from all of us at <business name>! We hope you have a wonderful day. 

To help you celebrate, come in during your birthday month and treat yourself to 15% 

off any service.

To book, call us on <phone number> or book online.

Book your birthday treat <book online link>

Love from,

<business name>

Delight clients following special occasions

Channel: SMS

Trigger: On a client’s special occasion

Message:

Hi <client name>, thanks for coming in for your special occasion. It means a lot to us 

that you trusted us to get you ready. See you again soon, from <business name>.



CHECKLISTS
ESSENTIAL



Keep your subject line short and sweet 
Use an attention-grabbing subject line that explains 

what your clients can expect in your email. Try to    

keep it to no more than 9 words or 60 characters.

Provide a clear, direct call to action 
Include a clear direction to readers of what you    

want them to do in your email. For example, book  

an appointment or leave a review. Try to stick to  

one call-to-action per email and if you have a link  

you want them to click, draw attention to it by using  

a button.

Set up a trigger and target audiences 

Set up your audience or trigger for when your    

automatic email will be sent. For example, send an  

after-care message two days after a client had a    

specific service.

Add personalisation 

Check what personalisation functionality is available 

in your software. For example, the client’s name and  

next appointment time, and use it to make your email  

more relevant to recipients.

Test your links 
Send yourself a test email to make sure your email  

looks good both on a desktop computer and mobile  

device. Click the links to make sure they work. 

Check spelling and grammar
Correct spelling and grammar will make your  

message clear and easy to understand. It also shows  

you care enough to take the time to check!

E S S E N T I A L  C H E C K L I S T S

E M A I L  C H E C K L I S T

These checklists will help ensure that your messages include 

everything they need to be effective.
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Be mindful of the character limit 

Stick to 160 characters or less to ensure your message  

is sent in full. If you have a longer message, consider 

using an automatic email instead. Remember to take  

into account the different lengths of names, the name of 

your business or address if you’re using personalisation.

Add personalisation 

Make your message more relevant by inserting 

personalised information such as appointment details. 

Provide a clear, direct call to action

Provide your clients with a clear, direct call to action  

and make it easy for them to reply, call you back or  

click a link.

Use shorten link 

Use a link shortener like bitly.com or tiny.cc to ensure  

your link takes up fewer characters.

Check spelling and grammar 

It can be tempting to shorten and substitute words in  

an SMS but whatever you do, make sure your message  

is still readable.

S M S  C H E C K L I S T
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SUCCESS
MEASURING



It’s important to take time to review how your automatic 

campaigns perform - don’t just “set and forget”. Once  

again, consider the goal you set for your campaign and  

think about what success looks like. Depending on what 

software you use, you may be able to measure the open  

and click rates of your emails.

M E A S U R I N G  S U C C E S S

Here are customer campaign stats for the beauty and  

personal care industry according to Mailchimp that you can  

use as a benchmark.

Average open rate: 16.65%

This number shows what 

percentage of your audience opens 

the emails you send them.

Average click through rate: 1.92%

The click rate is a percentage that 

tells you how many successfully 

delivered emails got at least 1 click.

Unsubscribe rate: 0.3%

The number of people who 

opt-out from receiving future 

communications from you.
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To increase your open rate

• Adjust your subject line: is it catchy, fun, or relevant?

• Review and segment your audience.

• Look at your campaign calendar: keep track of your 

campaigns to make sure that you don’t send too 

many emails or texts.

To increase your click through rate 

• Check that you’re sending the right message to  

the right people.

• Have clear call to actions (CTAs): if you want to 

encourage your clients to book online, make sure  

to include a link to your online booking page.

To reduce your unsubscribe rate

• Better segmenting and targeting of your clients.

• Send useful and relevant content with beautiful 

design and images.

Once you analyse the results of your campaign, below are some 

ideas on how you can improve your numbers.

You can also measure success in other ways too. For example, 

keep a record of how many clients take up special offers sent in 

your automatic campaigns, or how many non-returning clients 

book an appointment after receiving your campaign. If you’re 

using online booking and Google Analytics, you can track where 

visitors came from and this can be customised by using what 

are called UTM tags on your links. Without using custom UTM 

tags, SMS link clicks will appear as direct traffic and you won’t 

be able to distinguish one email from another. Searching for 

“Google Campaign URL Builder” will take you to a tool that will 

help create these customisable links to enable you to more 

accurately see source information in Google Analytics. You can 

then use a link shortener such as bit.ly to shorten this new URL 

including the tracking.
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CONCLUSION



Step 1 

Build your contact list by requesting and keeping client 

information up to date in your salon and spa software.

Step 2 

Choose the messages you want to send based on your goals 

and what triggers are available to you.

Step 3

Select the channel you want to use to send your message. 

Consider the message urgency, call to action and content length 

when choosing your channel.

Step 4 

Write your messages using personalisation where possible to 

make them more engaging for your clients.

Step 5 

Use a checklist to ensure you have covered the essentials to 

make your messages successful.

Step 6 

Finally, measure the success of your messages using the 

reporting available in your salon and spa software, as well as 

tools such as Google Analytics.

C O N C L U S I O N

Getting started with setting up your automatic marketing can 

be daunting. But it doesn’t need to be. Use these 6 steps, focus 

on your goals and choose one or two messages to get started 

with. You’ll be saving time while engaging with your clients in 

meaningful, personalised ways.
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Get a free personalised demo to see how Kitomba Salon and Spa Software can help 
you grow your salon, spa or clinic. 

GET A FREE DEMO!

NZ: 0800 161 101 

AU: 1800 161 101 

UK: 0800 085 6122

Kitomba Salon and Spa Software has everything you need to run a successful salon, 
spa or clinic, including comprehensive marketing functionality so you can send a 
range of automatic marketing messages, saving you time. Our continued focus on 
hair and beauty has driven the development of our industry-specific features and 
guided our commitment to offering free, unbeatable support.

S O F T W A R E  D E S I G N E D  F O R  T H E  H A I R 

A N D  B E A U T Y  I N D U S T R Y

MENU

Scoreboard for Salon

Today

Amanda

Services

Returning clients

Client time

Rebooked
Casual clients

Not rebooked

Sales

Appointments

$738 expected

8 scheduled

2 completed

$263 made

$132 client avg.

$132

$0

Inclusive

Updated 4:22pm. Refresh

GST:

Exclusive

www.kitomba.com/free-demo 

https://content.kitomba.com/demo?utm_source=automatic_marketing_ebook&utm_medium=pdf



